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Commercial/Industrial Lands
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This Confidential Information Package (CIP) has been prepared by Can. Corp. Properties Inc. (CanCorp)
and provided to the recipient solely for informational and illustrative purposes. The recipient
acknowledges that it has been provided with the CIP and, by acceptance thereof, agrees to keep
permanently confidential all information contained herein or made available in connection with any
further investigation.
The information on which this package is based has been obtained from various sources considered
reliable however neither CanCorp, Balzac Points North JV Inc. or any of their related parties make any
representation, declarations or warranties, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of
this information or statements contained herein or otherwise. This CIP does not purport to be allinclusive or to contain all the information that an interested party may require in fully analyzing the
opportunity for their respective purpose and CanCorp, Points North and related parties expressly
disclaim any and all liability for any errors or omissions in the package or any other written or oral
communication transmitted or made available to the recipient nor do they undertake to provide the
recipient with access to any additional information.
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Points North Lands
Points North consists of approximately 219 acres of comprehensively zoned commercial / light industrial business
park lands located at the corner of the QE 2 Highway and Highway 566 in Balzac, AB.
The lands are located directly north of Ivanhoe Cambridge's Cross Iron Mills development and adjacent to the QE
II Highway in the Balzac East area of Rocky View County.
The site has direct accessibility
and exposure to an area that is
within a 1-hour drive of 1/3 of
Alberta's total population of
approximately 1.3 million people.
The Calgary International Airport
is only minutes away as is the
connection to Stoney Trail
(Calgary's Outer Ring Road) and
downtown Calgary can be
reached in 20 minutes. The QE II
Highway
(QEII)
/CANAMEX
Highway
is
the
primary
transportation
corridor
for
Alberta connecting the CalgaryEdmonton Corridor with an
average daily traffic count past
the site of 81,990 (2014)
representing a 4.3% increase from
2013. Originally approved in 2008,
the Balzac
Business
Park
Conceptual Scheme included a
mix of commercial and light
industrial uses.

The Calgary-Airdrie corridor has established itself as a geographic hub for retail, industrial, residential and
recreational growth. The City of Airdrie is located only 10 minutes north of the site and is one of the fastestgrowing cities in Canada with a current population of nearly 60,000. Airdrie is considered a bedroom community
of Calgary and over the past five years it has experienced 8.1 per cent average annual growth.
The current zoning is DC – 125 which provides for an extensive range of commercial and industrial uses and the
Subject Lands are surrounded by a mix of retail and industrial developments both completed, proposed and under
construction.
Highway 566 will eventually be widened and upgraded to serve as a major east/west connecting road in the east
Balzac area and to address the interface with the highway. A conceptual drawing of the future interchange follows
on page

As noted below, Calgary remains one of the wealthiest areas in Canada and retail demand remains strong with
Cross Iron Mills generating average sales of $689 per square foot and attracting 9.4 million visitors annually
(Dec 2019). Despite the fluctuating price of oil, “since its redevelopment in 2016, traffic has increased by almost
4.5% and productivity has increased by 5.5%”. The location is also in close proximity (5 minutes away) from the
Calgary International Airport and the main highway connector for Alberta.
Demographics & Employment:
Despite recent energy prices, Alberta had oil and gas extraction
exports of $79.44 Billion in 2018 (up from 66.27 Billion in 2017)
with GDP Growth of 2.9% in 2018. While 2019 GDP Growth is
anticipated to come in at -.4%, according to the latest info (2018),
annual GDP/capita remains the highest among of major cities in
Canada at $84,630.

Calgary has more head offices and more small
businesses per capita than any other Canadian
City. It is also one of the wealthiest metro areas in

While wages and salaries in Calgary have dropped from 2017,
2018 and forecast 2019 figures still reflect the highest wages
and salaries per employee in the country, at $67,216 and
$69,454 respectively .

